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HCL Desktop computers are considered as the most striking and distinct computer models. There is
a list of power packed favouring a marvellous looks and have always been the most preferred
choice of computer users. These computers are quite famous for economical price and deliver the
long lasting performance.

If taken a look at the specifications, it carries a line of stunning features that are convincing enough
for its purchase. It is one among those fast moving HCL machines that takes into use the Novel for
Linux desktop 9. This desktop has been incorporated with Intel 945G chipset that is a based system
coupled by fabulous support from Intel Pentium 4 processor.

This HCL monitor has been equipped with DDR2 RAM where it has gained immense support of a
fast moving central processing system namely Intel Pentium D 3.20 GHz. Feel free to store your
large amount of data in this machine as it is featured with Seagate Barracuda ST380817AS hard
disk drive. The keyboard attached comprises 104 keys along with 14 buttons for internet in which
the internet buttons are replaced with multimedia PS.

The HCL Desktop computers is also Intel Integrated 82801GB ICH7 and UltraATA-133 is set as a
successful pillar that has helped in managing offering satisfactory performance to the users
whenever it is pity on to use. For easy connectivity the users will have fabulous support of wide
connectivity options such as 4 GB USB ports. The fast performance offered by this computer is
whole sole credited to its 512 MB RAM and 1.02 motherboard.

The new HCL Ezeebee MAX 4991 price is kept quite low owing to which it has become a hit choice
of a list of demanding users. To add to its optimum functionality, the designed have integrated this
system with high definition audio that supports sic channel output along with realtek ALC662. You
will also get 2.0 Altec Lansing speakers that is the bets feature and advantage added to its
purchase. Placed among the lowest in the HCL desktop price list, it will cost your nothing for what it
delivers.
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